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Introduction

The advanced conceptual design of the LE target �the target intended
to be used in the NuMI low energy neutrino beam� is described in ����
while ��� gives results of calculations of dynamic stresses induced in the
target material by the ��	 �s single turn extracted primary beam� as well
as results of LE target prototyping� which were fabricated to test the general
construction technics and that alignment tolerances can be met�

Following a new conception of the ba
e protection colimators� which
keeps the focusing system and all decay region from entering of the mis�
steered primary proton beam� the width of graphite target segments was
increased from ��� mm up to 	� mm at the same proton beam spot size�
In response to these changes in a target design this Report presents results
of temperature and stress calculations showing ���� increase of the safety
factor� Approximately ��� loss of neutrino events with ��� � E� � 	�� GeV
due to extra absorption of secondaries in a target material was considered
as acceptable taking into account a few percents increase of neutrino events
with E� � ��� GeV�

Cross�section of the LE target with 	� mm wide segments is shown in
Figure ���� The target core is a row of � graphite segments� each �� mm
high and �� mm long� The segments are soldered by means of a soft solder
to two steel cooling pipes with external diameter 	�� mm and wall thickness
��� mm� The target core is inserted into a �� mm thick �� mm diameter
aluminum casing and centered by �ve � mm thick aluminum spacers�

Energy Deposition in the Target

Calculations of energy deposition were made using the MARS�������
code ��� for the primary proton beam with Gaussian distributions in both
transverse directions �x � �y � ��� � �� mm��

The energy deposition density at the beam axis reaches the maximal
value of ������ GeV�cm��proton in �	 segments and then decreases con�
tinuously to ������ GeV�cm��proton at the downstream end of the target�
Distributions of average power deposited in the target �Figure ���� are given
for the primary beam with intensity of ����� protons per ��� s� The power
deposited in target segments is equal to ���	 kW� With addition of ��� kW
deposited in steel pipes and in cooling water� the total load to the water
cooling system is about �� kW �Table �����
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Elements Width of a target segment�
of the LE target ��� mm 	� mm

Graphite segments ���	� �����
Cooling pipes ����� �����

Cooling water ���� �����
Aluminum casing ����� ����

Total ����� �����

Table ���� Energy deposition �kW� in di�erent elements of the LE target�

Cooling of Target Segments

Calculated values of a heat transfer coe�cient� a pressure drop� a �ow
rate and a temperature rise of a cooling water as functions of a water �ow
velocity in the target cooling system are given in Table ���� Calculations
were made for cooling pipes with internal diameter of �� mm and roughness
of ���� mm� Taking into account that the input temperature of a cooling
water is equal to ���C� a relatively wide range of water �ow velocities from
� up to  m�s is acceptable for cooling of target segments�

Velocity of a cooling water� m�s � � 

Heat transfer coe�cient� kW�m��K �� � ��

Pressure drop� atm ���� ��	� ���
Water �ow rate� l�min ��� �� ���
Water temperature rise� �C �� �� ���

Table ���� Main parameters of the LE target cooling system�

Temperature and Stresses in Target Segments

Calculations of target temperature� as well as stresses induced in a target
material by the single turn extracted primary beam with � � ��	 �s were
made by the ANSYS �Figure ���� under the following boundary conditions�

� the thermo�resistance between target segments and cooling pipes is
equal to zero� The input temperature of cooling water is equal to ���C�

� a heat transfer coe�cient to the ambient atmosphere is equal to zero�
i�e� the target is in vacuum�
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� for thermal radiation� target segments have an emissivity of ��� and the
ambient temperature is ���C�

No prestress of the material was included in stress calculations� Despite of
the some di�erence in thermal expansion coe�cients of the graphite and
cooling pipe steel �� the high plasticity soft solder� used for soldering of tar�
get segments to cooling pipes� prevents arising of stresses in graphite during
cooling of the soldered assembly from �����C to the room temperature�

Results of calculations of temperature and stresses in a target segment
with the highest energy deposition density are given in Figure ������ and
in Table ���� Comparison of these results with those obtained without
thermal radiation shows its relatively small in�uence on the steady�state
temperature of a target�

Width of a target segment� mm ��� 	�

Temperature before beam spill� �C ��� ����

Temperature rise� �C ��	 ���
Temperature after beam spill� �C ��� ���

Max� equivalent stress at the center of
segment �all�axis compression�� MPa ���� ���
Max� equivalent stress at the rounded
corner of segment �all�axis stretch�� MPa ���� ����

Safety factor ��� ���

Table ���� Temperatures and maximal thermal stresses in target segments
with the highest energy deposition density�

Since the graphite has di�erent compressive and tensile strength limits�
which are equal to ��� MPa and �� MPa respectively for used ZXF��Q
grade with density of ���� g�cm� ��� the crucial point for a target material
integrity is at the rounded corner of segment where graphite is subjected to
all�axis stretch� Taking into account that the high cycle fatigue endurance
limit of graphite is in the range of ������	 ���� the safety factor �the ratio
of the fatigue endurance limit to the maximal equivalent stress occurring
in target segments� is about ����

�Thermal expansion coe�cients of the ZXF��Q graphite and steel used for production of cooling pipes
are equal to �������� and ��������� �	K at ���C
 and almost equally increase with a temperature�
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Figure ���� Cross�section of the LE target�
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Figure ���� The ANSYS model of a target segment�
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Figure ���� The average power deposited in di�erent elements of the LE
target design�
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Figure ��� Time evolution of temperature at the center �top� and tem�
perature distribution along the vertical axis �bottom� in a target segment
with the highest energy deposition density�
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Figure ���� Time evolution of stresses at two points of the beam axis plane
in a target segment with the highest energy deposition density�
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Figure ��	� Time evolution of stresses at two points of the beam axis plane
in a target segment with the highest energy deposition density�
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Figure ���� Stress distributions after the beam spill �t � ��s� in a target
segment with the highest energy deposition density�
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Figure ���� Stress distributions after the beam spill �t � ��s� in a target
segment with the highest energy deposition density�
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